
 
 

 

Join WOW for the 
2nd event of our 
50th Anniversary 
Book Talk Series 

 

 

 

Join us for the second event of WOW's 50th Anniversary Book Talk Series and 
commemoration of Women's Equality Day. The reception will feature WOW's 
new President & CEO Amanda Andere and Stanford University sociologist Dr. 

Marianne Cooper, who will discuss her new book, Cut Adrift: Families in 
Insecure Times. Light refreshments will be served.  

 
 

August 26, 2014, 5:30-7:00 pm 

The High Road Restaurant by Colors, 417 Lafayette Street, NY, NY 10003 

Please RSVP here by August 15, 2014  

 

Cut Adrift makes an important and original contribution to the 
national conversation about inequality and risk in American 
society. Through probing analysis and poignant case studies, 
Marianne Cooper explores what keeps Americans up at night, 
how they manage their anxiety and how social class and gender 
shape these dynamics. 

"Cooper offers a robust analysis of gender dynamics, with sharp 
insights about the heavy burden on women to manage the 
family's anxiety. Cooper's necessary and timely study is a 
discomfiting reminder of the human cost of the recession." —
STARRED REVIEW, Publishers Weekly 

“Cooper's interviewees are fascinating, heartbreakingly 
optimistic in their poverty or head-shakingly preoccupied with 

their wealth (which is never enough) ... A well-told, personal representation of what's 
happened to real people in times of 'income stagnation, growing inequality, increasing 
economic instability, soaring debt, and rising costs.'" — Booklist 

"Marianne Cooper weaves together carefully researched data about growing economic 
insecurity and gripping stories of families coping with these trends. Cooper has written an 
intimate look into what families are up against and the challenges they face. Cut Adrift 
provides a compelling examination of the pressing economic issues of our time."  

— Sheryl Sandberg, COO, Facebook and Founder, LeanIn.org 
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